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Abscract. Fingerprints, iris-scans, DNA-tests and ocher biometric technologies are used for making 
individuals accountable through fixing personal idcncicy co the body. Vinual identities and corporate 
organizations are used for 1egularing personal accounrabiliry through allowing identities to be inde-
pcndcnt of the body of individuals. Both sets of technologies are being spread globally across a diver
sity of settings. The result is that the accountability of persons has become a critical problem in che 
everyday life of human beings across the globe and for the social theory of agency and of personal 
responsibility. 

This conuibucion assesses d1c imp-.tct that these technologies have on the way in which we see our
sdvc.~ 2s moral beings. The practices of biomeuically identifying persons and of organizing them inro 
corporate bodies, I argue, arc not just expressions of dominant uopes of pcrsonhood but they play a 
major role in generating and in sustaining the ways in which persons are recogniT.ed, especially by state 
agencies. Both forms of scare praclice foster a third-person perspective on person~[ responsibility as in
dividual accouncabi licy and they de-emphasize char humans in iliei1· social interaction usually asse.ss re
sponsibility in terms of a first-person perspective (being able to put themselves inco the place of ochers) 
and in terms of a second-person perspective (defining their own place in cheir relation to ochers). Since 
rhe practices and rechnologies in question are universaliLCd and implemented in societies across the 
globe die perspective taken here is comparative, seeking co document and inv~tigatc die: ways in which 
c:he implementation of technologies that fuel biomcrric and virtual idenciries redefine personal respon
sibil ity as accountability and form che basis for generating new moral agents. 
[Pmonhood, accountabiliry, biometrism, corporatism, Namibia, Australia] 

Introduction 

Even che most marginalized people in the remotest part of the world today are subject 
to idencificacion and accountancy technology: "Bushmen" in southern Africa need to 
have chipcards and to use fingerprint recognition devices in order to access their scare 
pensions and other economic benefits and in order to participate in elections (Diecl<
mann et al. 2014, Widlok 2008, see also Phacshwane, P. et al. 2014). "Aborigines" in 
Australia have to form legally registered corporations with Western constirntions, 
chairperson positions and accountancy systems if they want to claim and hold "Nacive 
Tide" to land (Bauman 20 I 0, see also Widlok 2002). In this contribution I look at 
these two ethnographic cases as instances of a more general process by which forms 
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of moral and accountable agency are universalized across diverse settings. I consider 
both, biometrism and corporatism, as identification technologies. This is to underline 
the fact that biometrism is not only a technological development in the narrow sense 
but is connected to administrative and political scrategies of identifying individuals. 
And it is to underline the fact that corporatism is not only a special strand in political 
thinking about civil society but is connected co technical, administrative and legal pro
cedures that gain their own momentum. Both have theoretical foundations and prac
tical implications that can be usefully compared in order to advance our understanding 
of each of these processes in the light of the other. Both sets of practices are not simply 
expressions of underlying dominant discourses on personhood but they play a major 
role in generating and in sustaining the now globalized ways whereby persons are re
cognized by state agencies. These ways can be characterized as those that consider hu
man persons exclusively in a third-person perspective of accountancy while disregard
ing the first-person and second-person perspectives upon which everyday face-co-face 
concepts of personal responsibility rest. 

The ethnographic evidence, presented here, suggests rhat both, biometrism and 
corporatism are innovative technologies that are currently spread rapidly and globally. 
In how far do they condition one another in the way in which they conceptualize and 
institutionalize personhood? One of my rheses is chac boch the biometric identification 
of persons in terms of their bodily features and the corporatist identification of multi
ple "virtual" persons (including legal corporations) that have no necessa1y link to cor
poreal beings are in fact mutually reinforcing. While biometric tools are aimed at con
trolling idencity fraud through bodily features, the virtual and legal identities are 
created ro dispense with the limitations that corporeal existence implies for indivi
duals. However, both are attempts to instirutionalize ac.counrabiliry. Moreover, both 
technologies have a critical impact on the creation of moral social beings. Biometric 
identification is part of a more general strategy to devolve responsibility for the human 
condition (health, environment, social relations) to the individual person. Correspond
ingly, the construct of virtual corporate agents is part of the larger strategy of guaran
teeing accountability through tying individuals inro· corporate organizations that arc 
independent of the particular bodily features of social agents. In both cases the indivi
dual person and the identity of social organi·zations are conceived of as moral subjects 
wicb universal features (see Zigon 2008). 

Before d iscussing these issues further I shall provide two ethnographic cases to 
show how these new social technologies are received at the local level of interpersonal 
relations. By comparing the trajectories of these social innovations in different settings, 
I suggest, we gain a better understanding of what the long-cerm consequences and im
plications of these innovations are for human moral relations and for the ways in 
which humans conceive of themselves as moral ageni:s. 
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Fingerprints in the Kalahari Sands 

Imagine yourself camping in the north of amibia, nor at a guest farm or a campsite 
but at a rural settlement, che cype chat tourisLs, government officials, and NCO work
ers leave before the sun sers. But now it is sunrise and you are a researcher from abroad 
wondering whether it is already time to gee up or not. It is the kind of place where 
most people do not have paid work. There are no regular working hours that make 
them gee up at a certain time, only the casks chat they sec themselves for the day. Then, 
suddenly, there is continual hooting of a rapidly approaching vehicle, two vehicles in 
fact. They srop right in front of your tent. Armed men with machine guns and pistols 
alight. They do nor wear regular uniforms but chey look very determined. If you are a 
local resident you will have guessed what this is all abour: chc monthly old age pension 
money has arrived. 

The locals are flocking co che scene because they have already wa.iced for at least 
two weeks, listening to the radio to hear when the pension monies will be delivered 
at chis remote distribution point. A portable generator is switched on, the back of a 
vehicle opens and a compmer keyboard and a screen emerge. The locals line up and 
have their pension cards ready. These are inserted into the machine thar automatically 
produces 300 Namibian Dollar' for the pensioner, or N$600 if he or she was not paid 
the previous month. There is also a fingerprint recognition device; this is high-tech in 
Lhe bush. And ic works, at least as far as che distribution of the money is concerned. 
No councing and handling of money is necessary, no manipulation seems po~sibl e. As 

soon as one container of cash is empty, a new sealed box is docked onto the com purer 
and continues co spit our rhree red banknotes for each pensioner. The technology 
works, but communication is another matter. As always, there are people who want 
to find out about their pension applications, or they hold old identity cards and birth 
certificates in their hands and wane co find our when it is their cum to receive a pen
sion because they cannot read and they do not know their birth dare - or what some 
civil servant has decided to be their birth date. And this is where the problem begins. 

The men paying our the pensions are not the ones who cake applications or who 
comment on them. They tell people they have co go co see the social workers in the 
regional town of Tsumeb. But if the local people manage to gee a lift to thac office 
(some 100 km away), they arc often sent srraight on to the local office of the Ministry 
of Home Affairs because applications for pensions are only accepted if all identity pa
pers are correcc, and frequently they are not. If your birch certificate says you are 74 
but the JD-card says you are only 61 they will not even accept your application for 
pension because the papers do not agree. The local office of the Ministry of Home 
Affairs will send the papers co Windhoek but usually che changes to either of these 

1 In the last few years since this was first docwnemed ethnographically the srate pension has been 
raised several rimes and now amounrs co I 000 Namibian Dollars per month. 
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documents are not accepted and as a result old age people are left without an old age 
pension. In other cases, the office may ask for copies of birth certificates certified by 
the local police or they may ask the person to come back another time. And in any 
case, they demand N$50 for any new ID and each person has to collect them in per
son. The bureaucratic and monetary hurdles are insurmountable for the cashless peo
ple from our rural secdement who often lack the transport to reach the places where 
decisions about their pensions are being made. The same applies when an old person is 
in fact much older than the ID indicates; in some cases his or her child may already 
receive an old age pension but they do not. In the past I have taken very old people to 
the local doctor to have their age estimated. That worked faidy well since the doctors 
knew about the situation of the persons in question and had them right in front of 
them. In the meantime new regulations require that old people need to go to the far
away centres of Windhoek or Oshakati where they have an x-ray done that "proves" 
their age but which in most cases is beyond their reach in practical terms. -10 have a 
false birth estimate put right on certificates has become more difficult. Or as a civil 
servant at the local office of the Ministry of Home Affairs put it: "These people will 
always suffer". 

The technical facilities for providing people with pensions even in the remote pares 
of the country are there, but only if you have sufficient means ro access your enricle
ments. This applies not only to old age people but also ro many others who are ex
cluded from access to services that are - in principle - available but in practice inac
cessible. No cash income often means no access to the entitlements to receive cash 
support for the needy. Consider the example of an old San person called //Ahesun: 
In 2000, the local doctor estimated her age to be well over 70. She was always one of 
the people standing stunned at the side when the pension money was distributed. The 
payment of pension money is a major event in her community because it exceeds any 
payday at the end of the month in terms of cash inflow since many farmers and cor
porations have laid off more and more workers over the past 15 years. State pensions 
are thus often the only reliable cash income, not only for individual pensioners but 
also for the community at large. And they trigger what may be called a whole devel
opmental cycle. It takes the armoured vehicles with the armed guards less than an hour 
to do their business and then they drive on co the next distribution point. Less than an 
hour later another vehicle arrives, a somewhat battered car from the distant Kavango 
region. Ir is filled with huge bags of second-hand clothes. The same crowd that was 
there when the pension was paid out, reassembles to inspect the goods of the trader 
and to start spending the money. Firsdy, practical problems emerge because three hun
dred dollars in three big notes are difficult to splir. The trader has simple prices: N$20 
for undeiwear, N$50 for shirts and so on. Eve1yone thinks these are outrageous prices 
but there is no other trader in sight, there is hardly transport to go anywhere and a lift 
coStS you at least the price of a shirt. If you make it to town with your pension money 
chances are unfortunately good that you are ripped off there, as well. After the second
hand clothes dealer has moved on to the next pay-point, the local farm shop opens. It 
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is not only the pensioners who are flocking co this place but people of all ages who 
expect a share of the goods that can be bought with the fresh money. A local producer 
of liquor has also prepared herself for this day. The liquor producers from the neigh
bouring ethnic group with whom pensioners had incurred debts over che month have 
already collected their money right next co the vehicle that delivered the pension. 

The advantages of che new technology for the administrators are as apparent as che 
disadvantages for chose depending on the system. From an administrative point of 
view the chipcards and fingerprint devices reduce the possibilities of fraud. In the past, 
old people living in the bush frequently sent cheir young relatives to collect the pen
sion money for them and stories were made public chat the young abused chis oppor
tunity co appropriate che pension money for themselves or chac they cook a share. 
Other stories wenc around indicating that those who distributed the pension money 
were either robbed or helped themselves co money. All of chis becomes more compli
cated with the new system of fingerprint recognition, sealed containers and automated 
access to the money. fn other words the prevalent rhetoric of personhood was all about 
how unreliable persons and their identification were and the new technology was in
troduced in order tO make persons more accountable. We may say that che new tech
nology has made it easier to talk about the recipients while no progress was made talk
ing to chose who are potentially eligible for srnre support. In fact, things have become 
worse in this respect as reliance on tighc accountability concrols about recipienrs has 
replaced direct interaction with chem. The status of persons as eligible is no longer 
derived from direct interaction with chem. To the contrary, eligibility is reduced to 

"objectified" procedures chat replace earlier direct face-co-face interaction and negotia
tion. 

There are two major disadvantages of the new idencificacion technology for those 
who are meant w benefit from stare pensions. The threshold for becoming a recog
nized beneficiary has been raised to such an extent char many members of the margin
alized and impoverished groups (such as che San "Bushmen") are in fact excluded. The 
same rules and technologies that ensure accountability and fraudless identification also 
make ic very hard or impossible co gain the status of an accountable person to whom 
benefirs may be given. One could argue that the new technology has only aggravated a 
problem that set in as soon as central ly administered ID cards were introduced. How
ever, the fingerprint device introduces yet another aspect. As outlined above, pension 
money is frequently the only cash income for some communities in remote parts of the 
country. Ir has therefore been treated pretty much the way people treated big game 
successfully hunted. From a San perspective getting a pension - given the administra
tive problems - has always been a matter of luck, very much like killing an elephant. 
The uncertainties and dependencies were even greater given the erratic and unpredict
able behaviour of colonial and state bureaucrats. Correspondingly, the gain received 
was often shared out in similar ways as it has been demonstrated for hunter-gatherers 
sharing their kill (see Widlok 1999). San sometimes explicitly draw parallels between 
the natural environment and the state. Since the nation state has taken away San land 
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or made it inaccessible, it is expected to provide freely to people in the way chat the 
environment provided for them in the past. Hunting involves a conversational and in
teractional exchange with the prey animals, but the state agencies that releases state 
pensions and other benefits is increasingly out of reach for conversational exchanges 
whereby claimants can get recognized as the needy persons that they are. 

Pension money, like most ocher resources, is pooled and those who have received a 
sum of money and are living among kin without a comparable amount of money are 
subject co demand sharing. This phenomenon is well known across the world for situa
tions where (former) hunter-gatherers are put inco a situation of "welfare colonialism" 
such as in Australia where the administration has spaced the distribution of govern
ment benefits (old age pension, child care money, unemployment benefits etc.) across 
the whole month knowing t hat all these monies will be distributed across a larger 
group of people and will not be considered as the assets of individuals. In Namibia, 
handing over an ID to a child to collect a pension was cherefore a common practice 
in some places but has now become impossible since fingerprincs are also required.2 

Just like the fact that pensions are given out in three large banknotes this makes the 
sharing of pensions by a larger group more difficult. The inirial response of indigenous 
people to appropriace the state pension system for rheir own system of disuiburing 
resources is undermined. The locaJ roncepcion of the person and his/her resources as 
being exposed to constant demands by fellow persons is breaking down as a conse
quence. The administrative devices for creating accowuable persons not only make it 
more difficult co be recognized personally by the state, they are also generating a new 
conceptualization of personhood within these communicies. As one elderly man put ir 
when trying tO avoid sharing practices: "Now it is independence, now everyone cooks 
for himself' (see Widlok l 999:263). 

Traces of Water in the Great Australian Desert 

"Jimmy and Pat meet the Queen" (Lowe 1997) is a fictive srory thac recounts evencs 
surrounding the declaration by Australian judges that Australia was not a terra nuliius 
when Europeans settled there and consequently Torres Strait Islanders, and by implica
tion Australian Aborigines, had the right to make narive title claims to land. In chapter 
one of the story a lawyer explains to a group of Walmajarri Aborigines, to which Jim
my and his English wife Pac belong, chat they can now - under certain conditions, 
including not having lose the land permanently co other property holders - make a 

2 In Namibia srories in the manner of urban myths are being told about greedy youngsters who cue 
off fingers from old people who can either not move or who are already deceased in order to get al 

their pension money. 
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native tide claim. The following dialogue berween Jimmy, a Walmajarri Aborigine, 
and his wife Pat evolves (Lowe 1997:5): 

"'You Walmajarri mob are lucky,' said Par, who comes from England. 'You should 
win your claim very easily because nearly all your Land is Vacant CrO\VIl Land.' 
Seeing Jimmy look puzzled, she wenc on: 'That means ic belongs co che Queen.' 
'The Queen~· said Jimmy, ast0nished. 'The Queen never bin fuggi n walk around 
here! Bring her here and I'll ask her: ''All right, show me all rhe waterholes!'" 

As the story concinucs, the Queen is in facr invited to come to the desert (narural) 
person and, of course, she is unable ro cell where waterholes are and therefore con
cludes herself that chc Walmajarri, who know their country, should keep it. 

What Jimmy docs in this little story is ro deny the Queen her corporate body, or 
the right ro exclusively own land as "the Crown" withour knowing the land as a naniral 
person. The denial of "the Queen" as a corporate body is the punch line of the story. 
This does nor, of course, mean that there are no corporate actors in Aboriginal Austra
lia, although the debate continues to what extent the pre-colonial entities of clans or 
skin-groups in various parts of the comincnt can be usefully considered corporate 
groups (see Keen 2000). Certainly in the current context, as ouclined below, indigen
ous people in Australia are requ ired ro form corporate groups. While chis seems ro be 
the preferred way of Australian administrators co co-opt leaders and decision makers in 
the Aboriginal community, this also produces difficulties for indigenous Australians as 
illustrated with Jimmy and Pat's story which ends with Jimmy saying to the Queen 
"Now you can tell the Australian government: the Walmajarri mob's the owners for 
chis country." (Lowe 1997:29). This simple declaration of land rights is in stark con
trast ro the face char ro reach a native title agreement has been a very complex process 
in Australia because the assumptions and requirements of the state and its legal appa
ratus seem not to match the way that the Aborigines perceivt: their ownership of the 
land and their social organisation of whoever is the holder of legal title over land. The 
main concern of the Australian government seems not to be an emphasis on individual 
persons - given chat it insists on collective corporate native title management - but on 
putting a technology in place for identifying corporate persons along rhe lines of mem
bership in associations. The state seeks idenriflcation that can be controlled through 
lawyers, independently of possibly "deviant" conceptualizations of personhood chat 
may exisc in Aboriginal culture. 

When the High Court of Australia made ics now famous Mabo decision, granting 
native tide land rights to a group of Torres Strait Islanders (the family of Eddi Mabo, 
belonging to the Meriam people), it ruled that the "the Meriam people are entitled as 
against che whole world to possession, occupation, use and enjoymenr of rhe lands of 
the Murray Islands" (quoted in Manniaris and Martin 2000:77). The court gave no 
him as to how the land was co be held communally by a group of people who identi
fied themselves as che Meriarn. Ir is "one of rhe most striking features [ ... ] of the TA 
[The Native Title Ace]" chat it does not allow individuals or groups to hold and man-
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age their native ride di recdy (Mamziaris and Marcin 2000:98). Under the TA indi
viduals and groups have to create corporations, artificial legal persons, and more spe
cifically either trust or agent corporations, in order to hold and manage their title. lt 
has been pointed out that these resuictions do not follow logically from the premise 
that native title is intended to benefit the community as a whole. The Auscralian gov
ernment believed that there was a need for corporate bodies given thac the High Court 
simply but vaguely seated that native title rights be "held by a group". The specific 
rescriccions imposed on native title holders arose under the specific circumstances chat 
guided the legal process in the Australian parliamentary system (Manu.iaris and Martin 
2000:98). By concrasc, another important restriction of native tide, namely the fact 
that it is inalienable, i.e. chat shares in corporacions designed co hold indigenous land 
cannot be sold or lee, was introduced by the High Court itself (Mamziaris and Marcin 
2000:50). Exempted from this restriction is only one corporate body, namely che Brit
ish Crown. As Man tz.iaris and Martin have noted chis is a major drawback for the ben
eficiaries concerned, since in many instances the native title itself is "the most impor
tant asset that the native title group members might possess" (2000:50). However, ic is 
precisely this preciousness of the land, and the historical experience of how easily land 
is being lost when individuals are given the right to "freely" use ic (i.e. sell it) in a 
position of being vulnerable to bids by external investors that forms the background 
of this debate. These instances in which "equal creatmcnc" would lead co an aggrava
tion of inequalities and disempowermem make the issues of indigenous righrs and 
ownership particularly intricate, especially when combined with property rights based 
on incorporated collectives. 

Installing a "Prescribed Body Corporate" (PBC) in Australia is a lengthy process. 
By registering with the National Native Tide Registrar, an incorporated group can be
come a "Registered Native Tide Bodies Corporate" (RNTBC), more generally known 
as Native Title Representative Body (NTRB) and together with Native Tide Service 
Providers (NTSPs) then commence the lengthy process of claiming land righrs under 
the Native Tide Ace (see Bauman 2010). Bur chis apparently simple bureaucratic act is 
deceptive. Before this process begins, and while it is ongoing, a key problem regularly 
resurfaces: How is the relation co be defined between the group of people entided co 
land and the corporacion that would apply for and manage the claim in practice? The 
minutes of parliamentary debate on the Native Title Bill in December 1993 show how 
parliamentary procedures, including the dynamics between incorporated parry imer
ests, led to a situation where a discussion of alternatives ro corporate organisation 
(and alternative forms within this framework) was largely replaced by a debate sur
rounding indigenous group righrs. The debate also quite literally provides a detailed 
record of the rhecoric of personhood that is involved in corporatism: 

Initially Senacor G. Evans (speaking for the Labour government) claimed chat 
"there is no provision that compulsorily requires native ride ro be vested in a body 
corporate. It is just an organisational oprion that is available ro a group of narive title
holders should it so choose voluntarily char panicular fo rm of organisation." {17 Dec. 
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1993, 9.58 p.m.). When questioned by opposition senators abour the possibilities of 
individuals being titleholders and about the succession to their title after death of the 
individual, the government suggested that chi~ should be left to subsidiary regulacion 
(Evans, 17 Dec. 1993, 10.05 p.m.) but eventually, amendmencs to the bill systemati
cally substituted "body corporate" for "holder" (see amendment schedule 75 put for
ward by Senator Collins 2 1 Dec. 1993, l 0.29 a.m.). In other words, che native title 
holder was technically defined in terms of a prescribed body corporate and in practice 
no individual indigenous Australian would be recognized personally as being the 
holder of native ride. A major issue in the debate was whether the new legislation 
would conflict with the Racial Discrimination Act which pucs restrictions on property 
being managed for Aboriginal people by outsiders (possibly against their interest and 
will) as was commonly the case in early Australian history. Whereas d1e opposition 
compared the proposed corporate land managemenc co char of corporace companies, 
the government underlined that the body could be governed by different principles, 
"consultative and consensual [n character" (Evans, 21 Dec. 1993, 2.05 p.m .) without, 
however, specifying in any derail how the consensus principle was to be puc into prac
tice. 

The debate exhibits a number of different metaphorical ways in which the political 
decision makers were conceptualizing the role of corporate bodies in chis concext. 
When the question arose whether the corporate body would be allowed to take on 
any managerial funetions, the opposition relying on organic imagery cla imed that 
there was nothing tO indicace chat native ciue "body corporates are different animals" 
fro m any other body or any-body else (Senator Alston, 17 Dec. 10.43 p.m.) which left 
the question of how individuals could control the body acting on their behalf. A legal 
personality was created that could act against the interest of individuaJ members. 
Although individuals continued to be legal personalities of their own, they were as
sumed to necessarily have imperfect control over the corporation (see Manrziaris and 
Martin 2000: 117). In ics response the government used a technical image to explain 
that "the transmission bdc runs from the native tide holders to the body corporate to 

do various things - basically, just to hold the tide" (Senaror G. Evans, 17 Dec. 10.44 
p.m.). Towards the end of the debate Senacor Evans concluded: 

"The body corporate has no independent decision making authority or role to play 
otherwise than as a vehicle for the will to be exercised of the individual people who 
make up the native ride holders. How that works in practice will depend from si
tuation co situation. That is why the legislation is fairly flexibly drafted in terms of 
the kinds of bodies that might have body corporate srarus." (Evans 21 Dec. 1993, 
2.15 p.m.). 

At that time, the use of corporations for running indigenous affairs had already been 
well-established in AustraJian politics as a convenienc means of dealing with group 
rights. Independently of the native title issue, interest groups of indigenous Australians 
had to (and continue m) form corporate groups and register with the federal Registrar 
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of Aboriginal Corporations in Canberra. Even before native tide it had become the 
standard procedure of the Australian administrators to see to it that Aborigines form 
registered corporate bodies with a chairperson, accountancy procedures, regular meet
ings for members etc. These corporate bodies are the prerequisite for receiving any 
governmental support, not only land but also infrastructure or benefits for the whole 
spectrum of social and cultural activities and services. Anthropologists, too, rely on 
chairpersons and Aboriginal associations for their permits to enter Aboriginal land 
and for carrying out research. 

le is against this background that the government assumed that in the case of native 
title claims the corporation would be formed by the sum of all members of a native 
title group while the opposition feared that powerful bodies would arise that would 
override individual interests. The individual interests under threat were not only those 
of individual Aborigines but also, and maybe primarily, chose of non-indigenous Aus
tralians. Towards the end of the debate an opposition senator made an explicit parallel 
with gender policies and apartheid policy: 

"Aboriginal people [according to rhe proposed bill] have a right that ordinary Aus
tralians do not have - that is, che right to exclude people from their land [ ... ]. 
There seems to be some sort of curious underlying acceptance by those who come 
into the category of collectivists that something that is culrural and discriminates 
against women is okay [ ... ]. Thac aucornatically establishes the possibility of wo
men - Australian women citizens - being discriminated against, simply because 
we have a piece of legislation serting up two secs of laws. [ ... ] This is the begin
nings [sic] of apartheid. That is someching chat I find un-Australian." (Senacor 
Bishop, 2 1 Dec. 1993, 9.12 p. m.) . 

The parliamentary debate (coraUing more than 50 hours, the longest debate in the his
tory of the Australian parliament) came tO a premature end after a declaration of ur
gency that allowed the bill to pass before the end of the parliamentary session. The 
government was not able to resolve the matters concerning the definition of "native 
title parties" and "body corporates", and the relation between them, bur it left prospec
tive native title groups with a number of options for creating suitable corporations. 
Initially the trust corporation form was promoted but since ic has a specific histo1y in 
Australia of reserve land being held by local councils, churches and so forth and was 
felt co be conflicting with the Racial Discrimination Act, the agent corporation was of
fered as an alternative. The legal difference beC\veen tl1e rwo choices is that the trust 
corporation is based on the relation between the corporation as trustee (with set du
ties) and the group as the beneficiary (who consents to the trustee w act on its behalf) 
while the agent corporation is based on the relation between "principals" (individual 
holders of native title rights) and agents (who receive directions and consent from che 
principles). Each of these two major categories may be further sub-divided according 
to whether corporate membership is participatory or representative. In the latter case 
of representative membership the corporation has a small membership, possibly re-
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stricred to rhe board of the corporation and elected on che basis of differem interest 
groups within the group. In the former case of participatory membership congruence 
berween corporation and group membership is soughr. The legal details of these de
sign types are explained in detail by Mamziaris and Manin (2000) and discussed by 
Widlak (2000). 3 There is a parallel here with rhe Namibian San case insofar as there 
has been an inflarion of discursive rhecoric about eligible persons while direct conver
sation between indigenous people and the state has increasingly become mediated by 
corporations and lawyers employed by both sides. While it is biomerric technology in 
the Namibian case, we may speak of legal technology, or ac lease highly technical legal 
language in the Australian case. 

The choice of the basic design types for an Aboriginal corporation is in practice 
complicated by the fact that che National Registrar of Corporations has the right to 
reject particulars of a proposed corporation, for instance with regard co the minimum 
number of members buc also wirh regard co the modalicics by which board members 
are elected, replaced or - if the need arises - removed. F<tced with this new "technol
ogy" of identifying agents according co their membership in corporations, rwo re
sponses have emerged in Australia. One is to try and inrroduce Aboriginal cultural 
features into the design of these corporate bodies (for inscance by choosing more par
ticipatory than representative forms of organization). Tbe other one is tto cry and keep 
the organizational forms at a minimum in order to allow for a similar degree of flex
ibility as pre-colonial forms of Aboriginal social organization had. In both cases the 
fact that corporate forms are obligatory have made Aborigines dependent on Western 
legal advice - as the volume by Mant:iiaris and Martin (2000) indicates. Most Abori
ginal corporations char own assets do employ non-Aboriginal accountants to do their 
bookkeeping and they involve lawyers for seccing up the corporation and for designing 
concracrs between che corporation and, for instance, mining companies. Like in the 
Namibian case given above the threshold for participation is raised considerably 
through the introduction of the new corporate identification of Aboriginal agents. 
Moreover, the corporatist serup makes life difficult for the "non-aligned" Aborigines 
who do not flt che prototypical image of "an Aboriginal community". 

While mosr Aboriginal power holders have taken on functions in che new frame
work of indigenous Aboriginal corporarions, those Aborigines who refused to express 
their interest in the corporatist framework, or who were - for whacever reason - pre
vented from doing so, were no longer represented. At the same time a notion of Abor-

3 Mantziaris and Marcin (2000) provide a differentiated analysis of the particular strengths and wcalc
ncsscs of each type with regard to various demands, such as simplicity, robusmcss, certainty ecc. The 
best choice of design, chcy argue, will depend, amongst ocher things, on the size of rhc group and ics 
particular needs and irs rdarions co other !)toups and other corporations. 
The choice of corporate design is not only informed by structural fcacures of the group in question, 
rhac i.s above all ics size, internal srructure, geographical dispersion, political cohesion, ics social and 
economic goals, bm also by the indigenous organisacional culture already in place. 
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iginali ty was fostered. that tended to be exclusive because urban "cross-bloods" now 
sometimes feel treated as second-class Aborigines given their difficulcies to be recog
nized as eligible for native title claims. Thus, the corporatist move towards integrating 
Aborigines, usually considered a major advance in Aboriginal affairs, is also commen
ted upon critically by people of Aboriginal descent (Morrissey 1998: l 05). After all 
Aboriginal associations and elections co Aboriginal bodies such as ATSIC are predi
cated on the notion of race (ACA 1976).4 

Aboriginal culture may be said to cultivate an emphasis on autonomy and a reluc
tance to cede control over local affairs. The autonomy of individuals co leave (and 
join) groups over time is feature shared by many if not all Aboriginal groups but which 
is problematic for some corporate structures that are fostered and required by the state. 
Moreover, there are indications that indigenous Ausrralians are not prepared to sepa
rate the role that persons play (and the way they are made accountable) from the in
dividual body of the person concerned as in the story of Jimmy, Pat and che Queen, as 
summari·1..ed above. As the story indicates, it is direct conversation and interaction that 
was sought after rather than an abstract determination of identity: Even the Queen, as 
a natural person, gets a chance to prove her eligibility, but she has to do so chrough 
direct personal and bodily engagement by visiting the desert and seeing the places in 
question. 

Conclusion 

Biomerric idcncificarion merges notions of "person", "body", "individual" and "hu
man" inro a single isomorphic concept of a personal identity based on the measure
ment of singular features of the physical body. Corporatism streamlines a wide variety 
of "groups", "communities'', "civil society agencies" and "stakeholders" into legally de
fined corporate bodies. Both are grounded in complex European notions of person
hood and of corporeality in ics double sense of a legal and a "natural" body (sec Car-

4 In Australia che esrablishment of ATSIC (the Aboriginal and Torres Srraic Islander Comm ission) in 
1989 can be considered to be an alccmpt ro incorporate the mosc infl uential Aboriginal leaders and 
the inAuentia l Lrnd Councils so that they would identify with and support govc:mmenr policies con
cerning Aborigines (see Morrissey 1998). The federal Deparlmenr of Aboriginal Affairs has been dis
solved and scacc powers devolved lO corporatist bodies in which all Aborigines arc supposed to be in
cluded. T he srace not only founded and funded ATSTC bur through ATSIC local Aboriginal 
associacions, as interesc gcou~. have been able co gain recognition and funding for uansport and for 
all the infrascrucrure required to establish oucstations, to make land claims, to manage pasroral prop
ercics and so on. Ausualia's welfare corporarism is nor a policy that was declared in chese cerms, and 
may not even have been implemented consciously as a manifesration of corporatism. In effect, how
ever, Lhe labour govemmenc of the 1980s seems to have worked towards a corporarisc policy in Austra
lia. 
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rithers ct al. 1985, Coleman 1974, Kantorowicz 1957). Both arc currently spread 
globally as devices for organizing social lite in terms of a civil sociecy and for making 
social agents accountable for their actions. The ethnographic cases provided here show 
that biometrics and corporatism arc Far from being "culturally neutral" strategies for 
creating personal accountability and social integration. To be sure the notion of corpo
rate organizations inherently creaces some immunicy from the limitations of the "nat
ural" person such as a fixed lifespan, limited resources and parricular moral and emo
tional commicmencs. The biometric definition of human personhood inherently 
creates a link to measurable bodily uniqueness. However, how these properties work 
out in practice, and to whose benefit, does depend on the ways in which various agencs 
are positioned with regard co one another and in how far the new technologies of iden
tification play inco the hands of those who are already in positions of power and 
further marginalize those who arc already marginalized. 

Initially the two modes of idencification may seem co be conrrastive. Biomecrism 
tics individuals co their bodies, corporatism creates legal bodies and functions indepen
denrly of the bodily presence of individuals. However, the two identifying technologies 
arc connected to one another in a number of ways. For one the search for biometric 
cools seems to be at least in pare triggered by ever more opportunities to take on func
tions and identities a.s "purely legal" or "virrual" persons withour being tied to che bod
ily person. The pluralicy of personal idencities in complex social organi.tations or in 
virtual social relations creates an ever greater demand for governance ro inStall bio
metric technologies to securely idencify individuals. At the same time the incensifica
tion of biometric technologies creates an ever greater concern among citizens that chis 
development undermines the privacy and autonomy of individuals but also d1e social 
fabric of social relations. Corporatist organization in the form of civil society institu
tions may even be strengthened in order to control the abuse of biometric and other 
cechnologies. Moreover, when corporatist idencicy and biometric measures are incro
duced or amplified in a combined fash ion they may generate more scope for abuse. 
Among the possible abuses of biometric identification are those that seek to enable or 
disable membership based on biological measures, increasingly predicated on genetic 
daca, irrespective of the social engagement of individuals with one another and with 
pan:icular groups. Biometric identification may easily come to stand in opposition to 
self-identification and to accepted membership based on the recognition of other 
group members. 

Ultimately, both identification technologies appear to be based <in the same preva
lent modernist logic that insiscs on operationalizing responsibility for personal and so
cial welfare in individual human agents chat are bodily identifiable a nd at the same 
rime primarily conceived of as members of supra-individual agems that can also be 
held accountable in case the individ ual fails. Both, biomecrism and corporatism may 
be used to make persons accountable, except that it is bodily persons in the case of 
biomccrism and legal persons in the case of corporatism. The elemenc thal links both 
is thac of accountability, thac is assessing and fixing responsibility in a way that is in-
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dependent of the relationship berween observer and agent. Biometrism cums the body 
into a measurable object just like corporate organization rums relationships into legally 
measurable relations. Ideally, personal engagement and assessment is in neither of the 
two cases needed to make someone accountable. To put it differently: Both identifica
tion technologies foster a third-person perspective on responsibility as accountability 
and de-emphasize that humans assess responsibility also in terms of a first-person per
spective (putting themselves into the place of others) and in terms of a second-person 
perspective (finding their place in relation to others). There may be strategic advan
tages to focus on accounrability and a third-person-perspective but the cases presented 
here indicate that the strategic advantages of these identification technologies are not 
spread randomly or equally. They not only depend on the diversity of existing notions 
of personhood already in place but also on the fact that person who are made respon
sible for something are always made accountable to someone. By presenting these 
identification tools as if they were "neutral" we may gloss over that "someone" for 
whom agencs are identified and to whom they are made accountable. The comparative 
perspective sheds serious doubts on the appropriateness of social strategies that presup
pose the universality of specific forms of personhood and responsibility across all cases 
while not recognizing that the implications differ with regard co the persons involved. 
For people with a diversity of cultural backgrounds the identification technologies im
ply rather specific forms of social relations, of identifying personhood and of allocating 
responsibility that they are now confronted with and that are often at odds with the 
morality of their social life. Framing personal identity through practice and discourse, 
in terms of a third-person attribution masks the fact that accountability is inherently a 
relational property. 

Despite the largely negative effects described in the ethnographic cases presented 
here, the ways in which identification technologies transform notions and practices of 
moral persons in principle can also generate new ideas and practices about what hu
mans choose to be responsib/,e to and are made to be responsible for. The evidence available 
so far suggests that the making of humans into moral beings is an open process with
out a predetermined outcome. For us to be able co rake advantage of this indetermi
nate, open nature of the process we need to recognize chat the various identification 
practices themselves enshrine and foster particular perspectives on personhood as I 
have outlined in chis contribution. 
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